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Abstract—Graphic design tools provide powerful controls for expert-level
design creation, but the options can often be overwhelming for novices. This
paper proposes Context-Aware Asset Search tools that take the current state
of the user’s design into account, thereby providing search and selections
that are compatible with the current design and better fit the user’s needs.
In particular, we focus on image search and color selection, two tasks that
are central to design. We learn a model for compatibility of images and
colors within a design, using crowdsourced data. We then use the learned
model to rank image search results or color suggestions during design. We
found counterintuitive behavior using conventional training with pairwise
comparisons for image search, where models with and without compatibility
performed similarly. We describe a data collection procedure that alleviates
this problem. We show that our method outperforms baseline approaches in
quantitative evaluation, and we also evaluate a prototype interactive design
tool.
Index Terms—Graphic design, machine learning, AB testing, image search,
user interfaces, color

1

Introduction

Graphic design tasks are time-consuming and, often, overwhelming
for novices. Recent research has improved the process by using
learned aesthetic prediction models that classify and rank assets by
aesthetic style or quality [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. These predictors can
then provide better search results, e.g., allowing a user to select
fonts according to style or images according to quality. However,
these methods overlook a crucial factor, namely, the context of the
user’s current project. As a result, suggestion and search interfaces
will show users many possible images or colors that fit their query,
but do not fit with their current design. To date, current interfaces
do not help users mix different types of elements.
This paper considers the problem of pairing elements of
different types within a design. We propose Context-Aware Asset
Search, in which the user interface takes the designer’s current
project into account when providing search results. In particular,
we focus on arguably the most important pairing in many designs:
images and colors. Image search is often an important step in design,
such as selecting “hero images” for webpages and brochures,
or stock photos that illustrate concepts in slide presentations.
Currently, image search interfaces are not influenced by the design,
and, typically, search happens within a separate application. This
means that the user must manually filter out images that do not
match their current design-in-progress, in addition to whatever
other criteria they have. Instead, we include image search within
the design interface itself, and adjust the search results so that
images with compatible colors will be ranked higher. Conversely,
•
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we propose to revise the color selection tool for the choice of a textbackground color pair to be compatible with the images already
selected. Figure 1 compares conventional design approaches with
our context-aware approach that suggests images and colors that
are compatible with the current user design in progress.
Context-aware asset search introduces several unexpected
challenges. To train our algorithms, we collect crowdsourced data
that evaluates which images pair well with which colors. Past
research on aesthetic and style prediction has been trained for
accuracy on labeled data. Previous labeling has taken the form
of absolute quality ratings or pairwise comparisons. In our initial
experiments, training this way led to poor results and, often, trivial
models. We analyze the reasons for this failure. Based on these
insights, we develop a new training procedure based on asking
crowdworkers to compare sets of retrievals from different scoring
functions. In addition, we develop a new evaluation procedure for
comparing search algorithms. These approaches should be useful
for learning in other pairing tasks in the future.
We perform quantitative evaluations, showing that retrievals
using our context-aware method are superior to methods that ignore
the design context. Furthermore, we implement our context-aware
search in a prototype graphic design tool and collect hundreds
of designs from crowdworkers for 10 different themes, both with
context-aware retrievals enabled and with a conventional baseline.
The results from our context-aware method are preferred 69% of
the time, in addition to being preferred for each individual theme.
As we are first to demonstrate this approach, we make several
assumptions to limit the scope of the problem. In particular, we
focus only on the interaction of an image and a color theme, without
considering multiple design elements or different types of assets
such as fonts, clip art, etc. We also do not consider the role of
layout and positioning in design quality. Preliminary experience
suggests that image-color pairing is the most significant contextual
element, which entailed significant challenges in itself, and we
leave these other factors for future work.
In summary, our contributions are: we introduce context-aware
asset search for graphic design, a new interaction technique for
design suggestions; a model for learning aesthetic compatibility
between images and colors; analysis of problems that arise in
training the model with conventional approaches; a new crowdsourced training methodology for image and color retrieval; a new
crowdsourced methodology for comparing retrieval algorithms;
and, a prototype design tool that implements these interaction
techniques.

2

Related Work

Search-in-context is a classic topic in HCI and information
retrieval. Web search can be augmented based on the context
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(a) Conventional image search

(b) Our context-aware search

(c) Conventional color picker (d) Our context-aware suggestions

Fig. 1. Image and Color Search Interfaces, in our prototype design tool. (a) Conventional image search, incorporated into the interface. The results do not
depend on the design; here, the green image search results do not match the purple design. (b) Our proposed method ranks images higher when they are
compatible with the existing colors. (c) A conventional color picker provides all possible colors to the user, including many that are not compatible with the
image. (d) Our color suggestions are designed to complement the current image choices.

of the user’s current document [6], [7]. The Blueprint system
augments programming user interfaces with contextual search tools
for programming tasks [8]. CommunityCommands [9] recommends
commands to a user, based on their current task. Chateau [10]
suggests modifications when sketching 3D models, and Attribit
[11] suggests 3D parts and webpage designs based on a learned
model. We apply contextual search for graphic design, and, unlike
in previous methods, our model learns how the context can improve
search results.
For 2D design, Garces et al. [12] demonstrate a simple form of
in-app search, based only on style similarity for a homogeneous
class of assets, i.e., clip-art. Conventional color picking tools
normally show every possible color, without making suggestions
based on context. Current design applications, such as Canva
and Adobe Photoshop, provide stock image search within the
application, but the search is not affected by the current design
choices. One can include color keywords in image search engines,
but this does not explicitly make styles compatible, and requires
conscious effort on the part of the user.
Our model builds on numerous previous projects in aesthetic
quality and style prediction for graphic design and images. The
earliest work in this area has focused on learning quality and
style attributes for individual elements, including scene type [13],
photographic style and quality [1], [2], [14], font attributes [3],
and geometric objects [11], [15]. These methods can help users
find individual elements that fit their goals, but are not designed
to consider pairings of multiple elements. A related problem is
to identify stylistically similar elements, including images [16],
fonts [3], clip-art [12], and product images [17]. Style similarity is
a useful criterion for search, but is not the same as compatibility,
since contrasting elements often go well together.
A few previous methods specifically focus on compatibility.
Methods for learning color compatibility [4], [18], [19] have
used large databases of rated color schemes, an approach which
requires a suitable dataset. Recent work has learned furniture
compatibility [5], [20] from pairwise comparisons. We show that
the class of approaches in these methods does not generalize to
image search, likely because images are a much larger and more
heterogeneous space than furniture. Several previous methods have
been proposed for fashion pairing recommendation. Yu et al. [21]
suggest pairing clothing for 3D models according to a small set of
categories and color pairings. Several methods [22], [23], [24], [25]
have been proposed for clothing recommendation from fashion
image databases. These methods are tested by conventional retrieval

metrics on hold-out data, which are not available for our problem.
In contrast, our work proposes pairing algorithms for heterogeneous
graphic design elements, namely colors and images. Obrador [26]
suggests searching for images given colors or vice versa based on
hand-coded heuristics, but does not learn the model from data or
describe a user interface, or perform user evaluation. We describe
new training and testing issues for image search, which is an
extremely heterogeneous search space.
Many previous methods also address the relationships of colors
to images. Most relevant are methods for extracting color themes
from images [4], [27], [28]. While extracted color themes may
pair well with images, there are cases where they may not, such
as a lack of contrasting colors in a homogeneous theme. CohenOr et al. [29] harmonizes image colors by matching the color
histogram of an image to hue templates. The hue templates were
invented by Matsuda [30] based on observations from late 1970s
fashion surveys. The templates were first evaluated quantitatively
by O’Donovan et al. [4], who found that, while they were effective
to reduce color spread in images, they did not accurately predict
compatibility. Our method indirectly learns color compatibility
from data and thus is not constrained to predetermined color
templates. Moreover, our context-aware asset search takes the
design context into account and provides suggestions based on the
asset type (image, text, background) and its compatibility to other
assets in the design.
Our retrieval training and evaluation is inspired by conventional
techniques for learning to rank and retrieve search results using
clickthrough data [31] and relevance metrics [32], [33], [34],
[35]. However, obtaining clickthrough or relevance scores is not
presently possible for our problem, and we present a new method
for crowdsourcing search evaluation.

3

User Experience

This paper proposes Context-Aware Asset Search, which closely
integrates image search and color selection with the user’s current
design. In our interface, image search is included within the design
app, as shown in Figure 1 and demonstrated in the accompanying
video. To perform an image search, a user may type a text query
in the app, and search results are shown in the app. The user may
easily preview each image in-place in the document. The image
search results are ranked, in part, according to their compatibility
with the current design, so that clashing results are omitted. As
illustrated in the figure, this yields search results better-suited to
the current design. The user may enable or disable this function
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(a)

(b)

Energy Functions for Compatibility

In this section, we describe functions to rank images given a color
scheme, and to rank color schemes given an image.
We define an energy function E(I, C) that takes as input
an image I, and a color scheme C which includes a text color
and a background color: C = (CT , CB ). Then, in a user interface
(Figure 1), which includes a color scheme C0 , candidate images
can be ranked according to the values of E(I, C0 ). Conversely, if
an image I0 has already been selected, candidate color schemes
can be ranked by E(I0 , C).
We model the energy of a design by decomposing it into
unary terms (“How good is this image/color scheme by itself?”)
and compatibility terms (“How compatible is this image with this
text-background color combination?”). Specifically,
E(I, C) = Eimg (I) + Ecolor (C) + Ecompat (I, C)

Fig. 2. Conventional workflows for asset search with graphic design. (a) Most
commonly, search and design happen in separate windows, which requires
the user to perform considerable mental context-switching, and makes it hard
to preview how images will look in the design. Search results are not adapted
to the target design. (b) Recently, several design apps have introduced stock
search within the app, but the problem remains of being able to view very few
assets at a time, and search results are not adapted to the task at hand.

with the “Context-Aware Search” checkbox. Likewise, for color
selection, our system recommends color choices that go well with
the currently-selected images.
In the conventional image search workflow, design and search
happen in separate windows (Figure 2(left)). This requires the user
to juggle separate windows and contexts. Previewing how an image
would look in the design entails considerable overhead. Moreover,
many image search results are clearly inappropriate because they
do not fit aesthetically with the rest of the design, typically because
their colors contrast poorly with the current design’s colors. Since
only a fraction of the screen is available for search, it is essential to
make the first few search results as useful as possible. Some recent
apps do include stock search within their interfaces (e.g., Figure
2(right)), but without otherwise integrating search with the current
design task.
Likewise, conventional color pickers require the user to select
from among all possible colors, whereas our approach suggests
colors that fit well with the currently-selected images in the
document.
In summary, context-aware search improves the design process
by (a) providing search results in the same interface as the user’s
task, rather than requiring them to manage separate contexts, (b)
adjusting search results to better match the aesthetics of the current
document, and (c) providing a quick preview of how the asset
would look in the current document. Our tool can be especially
useful for novice and casual designers, who may be overwhelmed
by too many options, many of which are inappropriate. The most
basic way that our tool can be useful is to weed out incompatible
combinations to facilitate the design workflow of these users.
The main technical contribution of our work is to learn to rank
images and colors based on the current design. The next section
describes a scoring model for ranking. The following section then
discusses how this model is trained.

(1)

where smaller energies indicate better designs. This decomposition
allows us to separate distinct concerns in the score function without
retraining. For example, in a layout with multiple images, the same
energy could be applied by summing over the terms for each image.
Unary terms. Given an image I and a color scheme C, the score
function converts these to feature vectors xI and xC . The image
feature vector xI includes three components: the dominant colors
of the image, in multiple representations (inspired by [4]); a deep
feature vector from a ResNet-152 model [36], meant to identify
the objects and scene present in the image; the aesthetic score of
the image, predicted by the model of Mai et al. [2]. The image
feature vector is 198-dimensional in total. The color feature vector
xC is generated in the same manner as the features for the dominant
image colors, yielding an 81-dimensional feature vector. Details of
the feature vectors are given in Appendix A.
Given these feature vectors, the unary terms are linear:
Eimg (I) = wTI xI

(2)

Ecolor (c) = wCT xC

(3)

where wI and wC are the weight vectors, to be learned as described
in the next section.
Previous work on aesthetic compatibility has not used explicit
unary terms, perhaps because it has focused on search spaces
where filtering by quality is not necessary. We believe that quality
is a significant factor in image search; conventional image search
is primarily a combination of filtering by the query (e.g., does
the image title contain the search keywords), along with unary
terms preferring more-popular or better-looking images. Indeed,
in our experiments, we find that the aesthetic score feature
gets a significant weight. We show the learned weights in the
Supplemental Material.
Compatibility terms. For the compatibility terms, we use reduced
feature vectors, since the additional features were not useful in
preliminary experiments. The reduced image feature vector xrI is a
9-dimensional vector containing the three dominant image colors,
represented in Lab space. The reduced color feature vector xCr is
a 6-dimensional vector of the text and background colors, also in
Lab space.
Previous work has represented compatibility with a squareddistance in an embedding space, either using the same neural
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embedding for all categories [25], or using separate linear embeddings for each category [20]:
E SqEuc (I, C) = ||WI xrI − WC xCr ||2

(4)

where WI ∈ RD×9 , WC ∈ RD×6 are D-dimensional learned embedding matrices, where D = 18 was chosen empirically. However,
this embedding prefers similar colors, even though distinct colors
often pair well. For this reason, we also consider a scaled Euclidean
distance:
E ScEuc (I, C) = wTB (WI xrI − WC xCr )2

(5)

(·)2

where the term in the parentheses
is squared elementwise,
and wB is an additional weighting vector. Because this vector
can include negative entries, this compatibility term is capable of
penalizing color schemes that are too similar.
Comparison probabilities. Given an energy function, we can
describe the probability that a rater will rank one design over
another, which will be used for training from comparisons.
Specifically, suppose we are given design d1 and design d2 , each
of which comprises the same layouts, changing only the specific
image and/or color choices. We model the probability that a viewer
prefers the first design over the second with a logistic function [37]:
P(d1 > d2 ) =

5

1
1 + e−E(d2 )+E(d1 )

(6)

Data Collection and Model Evaluation

In this section, we describe procedures by which we train and
evaluate different energy models. We begin by describing a standard
pairwise data collection approach to collect training data. We then
show how the standard data collection fails, and then describe new
data collection and evaluation procedures to address these issues.
Energy models. We consider two forms of energy models. In a
unary model, the energy includes only the unary terms that score
the elements individually, similar to how current image search
works. In a compatibility model, both unary and compatibility
terms are included.
Design template. We consider only simple designs comprising a
single “hero” image, a foreground color, and a background color
(Figure 3). We experimented with several variants of this simple
design, e.g., our initial experiment followed typical web layouts that
place the text over the image, but this created many confounding
factors, such as whether the text occludes salient image features.
Therefore we did not allow the images to be occluded by text in
our design templates.
Images. Creating a beautiful design requires high-quality images.
We downloaded images from Pixabay (www.pixabay.com), a
website hosting photos of amateur photographers. These images
are both freely-available, and of high enough quality that several
design apps use this dataset as their source, including Adobe
Spark, BeFunky, and Word Swag. We downloaded 358,731 photos
in 20 categories (e.g., “Nature/Landscapes”, “Animals”, etc.).
Full details are provided in the Supplemental Material. We
assigned each image into the train/validation/test set randomly with
probability 0.64/0.16/0.2, respectively. The most consistently highquality imagery is on professional stock photography websites,
but these images are not freely-available for research. We also
considered training from Flickr, but decided against this since

Fig. 3. Pairwise data crowdworker task. We ask workers to pick the more
aesthetically compatible design.

Flickr photography is captured with different intent from stock
photography, and thus is not normally used for design applications.
5.1 Pairwise comparisons

We first describe our approach here, which follows the pairwise
comparison methodology used in previous work, e.g., [4]. We then
describe problems with this methodology, and analyze why they
occur. In the next section, we describe additional data collection
procedures that remedy these issues.
For the initial data generation, we generate a collection of
random test pairs, as in Figure 3. To make the comparison easier,
each comparison keeps either the color or images fixed. Since
uniformly sampling colors in HSV produces poor color choices, we
randomly sample colors from the designer-created hue distribution
provided by O’Donovan et al. [4]. Additionally, we always filter out
candidate designs with low text-background contrast (e.g., white
on light-gray) to save on training time. Finally, to ensure complete
data separation between the train/validation/test split, we make sure
that each design contains images from only one split and we only
compare designs which come from the same split.
We use Amazon MTurk (AMT) for all our data collection
and evaluation. Our assumption is that AMT workers are typically design novices, which is appropriate for our task, since
assistive design interfaces are most useful for helping novices.
We perform quality control [38] by blocking workers that fail
over 25% of the sentinel questions. We choose these sentinels
so that the comparisons are easy to make. These sentinels tested
whether participants understood that they need to pick aesthetically
compatible combinations over just "better looking" photos.
Finally, we ask 5 workers for each comparison and filter out
questions with agreement below 75%. We keep approximately
40% of all comparisons we collected, which is a reasonable
percentage for these subjective and often-ambiguous tasks. See the
supplemental material for more details about our instructions to
workers.
Learning. Given a collection of comparisons, we follow previous
work to train a model by minimizing the negative log-likelihood of
the data given the model, plus regularization:
L(θ ) = − ∑ ln P(d1i > d2i ) + λ ||θ ||22

(7)

i

where θ is a vector of all model weights (w and W terms).
Although the comparisons may be subjective, this will learn a
model maximally-consistent with typical behavior of the workers.
We perform optimization by gradient descent with momentum, and
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implement our model using the Caffe framework [39]. The regularization weight λ is determined by picking the best performing
model on the validation set.
Active learning. Since the space of possible designs is very big,
we reduce the cost of data collection by uncertainty sampling [40],
a widely used active learning technique. Specifically, in each active
learning batch, we generate 100,000 designs, evaluate them with the
current model and pick the top 5,000 most uncertain comparisons
among them: 2,500 where the colors are fixed, and the other
half where the images are fixed. A design comparison prediction
is uncertain if the predicted probability for choosing the left vs.
the right design is close to 50%. We ultimately collected 55,000
comparisons.
Accuracy metric. To evaluate a model on a test set, we can
measure Accuracy. The Accuracy is defined as the percentage
of holdout comparisons correctly predicted by the model, i.e.,
the number of hold-out comparisons that the model assigns
higher probability to as compared to the option chosen by the
crowdworkers.
5.2 Problems with Pairwise data

Following the procedure in the previous section, we trained two
separate models: the full model in Equation 1, including both
unary and compatibility terms, and a simpler version with unary
terms only. In each case, active learning was used separately for
each model, e.g., the unary term’s dataset was augmented with
uncertainty sampling according to the unary term’s model. A shared
test set was constructed by combining hold-out data from both
models.
When initially conducting this research, we expected that
the compatibility term would play a substantial role, because it
would filter out image and color pairs that clash. Unexpectedly,
the compatibility term had a negligible effect on the results: the
compatibility model was accurate 62±1.5% of the time, versus
60±1.5% for the unary model, a difference which is both small and
also not statistically significant (the 95% confidence intervals were
computed by bootstrap sampling). As we experimented with other
algorithm variants, or even minor variations in the data collection,
the model sometimes learned zero weights for the compatibility
terms, thus omitting them entirely.
This presents a conundrum: why were the compatibility
terms largely inconsequential? This outcome suggests that color
compatibility is irrelevant to how a viewer perceives a design.
But we did not believe this, and there are many other possible
explanations for this outcome. For example, it could be that
our representation was too simple; we attempted replacing linear
elements of the model with simple neural networks, but did not
find a representation that helped.
One clue comes from looking at how we qualitatively evaluate
results. The Accuracy metric in the previous section averages
over, roughly speaking, a uniformly random sample of all possible
comparisons. In contrast, our goal is to learn to retrieve good
images and colors in a user-interface, as in Figure 1. This implies
that Accuracy over all possible comparisons is not the correct
metric, because we only care about the quality of the top retrievals.
It was surprising to us that this difference is important. Many
previous methods for learning style and aesthetics have optimized
pairwise Accuracy and demonstrated good retrievals, e.g., [3], [5],

[11], [12], [20]. Pairwise preferences have also been used for
optimizing search [41]. What is different about our problem?
We believe the explanation is that, on a random design
comparison, the compatibility term is largely irrelevant. There
is enormous variability in image appeal, much more so than for the
compatibility problems considered in previous work [5], [12], [20].
In most cases, a crowdworker comparing two designs is driven
by the appeal of the images and the colors independently. People
would usually rather pick a beautiful image than a compatible
one, if forced to choose, and, unlike the datasets in previous
aesthetics work, images vary dramatically in how appealing they
are. Furthermore, some colors are compatible with most images
(e.g., a white background goes with most images). This would
explain why adding a pairwise term only gives a small boost to
accuracy.
But we are not interested in average performance over
randomly-sampled comparisons. We want to aid designers who are
trying to pick the very best image for their design. This means we
need to develop new ways to gather data for training and evaluation.
Retrieval metrics. These observations are similar to the wellknown difference between Accuracy and retrieval metrics, such
as Precision and Recall. It is well-known that an accurate model
can give bad retrievals [35]. For example, a classifier trained to
recognize whether an image contains an umbrella can get 99%
accuracy by always returning “No”, if 99% of images do not
include umbrellas. However, this classifier would not make for a
good image search engine. Retrieval metrics are defined in terms of
absolute relevance, i.e., which search results or image classifications
are correct. Some work has optimized directly for precision [32],
[35], assuming ground-truth relevance values are provided. The
crucial difference to our case is that there is no meaningful notion
of “relevance” for style-based search. We can only say whether one
retrieval is better than another, averaged over some pool of users
or crowdworkers.
5.3 Rank data

We wish to define a data collection procedure that addresses this
problem. Here we propose the use of rank data, which simulates a
user performing a search and selecting the best results. Specifically,
given the top search results of a retrieval algorithm, which of
these results are the best? All other possible comparisons are
ignored by this metric; this metric ignores results on, for example,
comparisons involving bad images that would never be retrieved.
This approach is similar to training methods sometimes used for
search engines [31], but focused on relative aesthetic quality rather
than relevance. Furthermore, because it is not possible to deploy a
real design tool to a large number of users as part of an academic
research project, a crowdworker setup is required.
Generating this data requires beginning with an initial model
θ ; in our experiments, we begin with a model trained by the active
learning procedure in the previous sections. Prior to generating
data, we also cluster all potential test images into 200 clusters
using k-means applied to their features (Appendix A). Likewise,
the color schemes are clustered into 200 clusters. The clustering
will be used to ensure diversity in queries and results.
To generate a color scheme for an image query, the algorithm
selects a color cluster uniformly at random, and then randomly
selects a color scheme from that cluster. The top 8 image search
results are then generated by the current model, that is, by listing
the images with the lowest energy values for this color scheme. A
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Fig. 4. Rank data crowdworker task, for color search. We ask workers to pick
the 4 most aesthetically compatible completed designs out of 8 retrievals
generated based on a query incomplete design. In this example, we queried
for a text-background color combination. The retrievals chosen by the worker
are highlighted with orange. A similar task is used for image search.

crowdworker is then asked to select the best 4 search results. An
example of the search interface is shown in Figure 4. User votes
are aggregated; every image selected by at least 3 crowdworkers
is designated as selected, and the others are non-selected. These
selections are converted into a set of pairwise comparisons, where
each pair comprises one selected and one non-selected image. For
example, if there are 4 selected, and 4 non-selected images, this is
converted into 16 pairs of selected/non-selected images. Each pair
is used as a pairwise comparison data point, and included in the
optimization objective (Equation 7).
Conversely, the algorithm also generates queries in which a
query image is selected uniformly at random from the image
clusters. To yield diverse color schemes in the results, the top 8
color schemes are constrained to come from the medoids of the
200 clusters. The process for generating pairwise comparisons is
otherwise the same. Finally, we collected rank data for 250 color
and 250 image queries.
We also experimented with running multiple rounds of this
process, i.e., generating Rank Data, retraining, and repeating, but
this did not seem to improve the results.

Fig. 5. AB evaluation crowdworker task. Workers are shown the top 4
retrievals of two algorithms for a query. They have to choose the group
of designs which they prefer aesthetically.

First, we generate a set of test queries. Then, given two
methods to compare, we generate the top 4 search results from
the two methods, and then ask crowdworkers to determine which
list of results is better (Figure 5). The AB comparison between
the two methods is then the percentage of queries for which
workers preferred one method over the other. We also considered
interleaving search results from the two methods; we did not try
this, in the belief that the AB comparison would yield clean data
in a smaller number of measurements, as well as a more holistic
evaluation of results.
As compared to Accuracy metrics, these metrics have the
disadvantage that new data must be collected for every comparative
evaluation; we cannot simply test on the same hold-out data.
However, just as in A/B testing with real deployments [43], this
seems to be necessary for evaluating subjective retrieval quality.

6

Results

In this section, we present detailed evaluation of our method
using the AB evaluation introduced in the previous section, and
comparisons of designs generated with our interactive design tool
prototype.
6.1 AB evaluation results

5.4 AB evaluation

We also need a better quantitative method to compare two different
retrieval algorithms. Previous work has used testing on hold-out
data from crowdworkers. However, as discussed above, quantitative
measurement on the active learning data does not simulate the
retrieval task. Moreover, the rank data is based on the results of a
specific model θ . It gives a way to improve that model, but would
not be useful for evaluating models that retrieve very different
results. Furthermore, we would like to evaluate entire lists of
results, following the recommendations of McNee et al. [42].
In search engines, these comparisons are typically done by
deploying A/B tests, i.e., showing different search results to
different users [43], and computing metrics (such as clickthrough
or purchases) for each conditions. Since deploying a real system is
impractical, we again simulate this with crowdworker evaluation.

AB evaluation allows us to directly compare the retrievals of two
models using judgments made by crowdworkers. We generate 473
test queries which are held fixed for all algorithm comparisons and
all of them are used in each AB evaluation. We ensure that each
query and retrieved image comes from the test set. We performed
24 AB evaluations in total; results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The confidence intervals shown in the figures are generated with
the z-test at 95% confidence level (each algorithm pair has at least
1,000 AB comparison votes). We chose these tests to evaluate each
element of our approach, in both modeling and training. We now
discuss evaluation of these elements in detail.
In these experiments, we perform these comparisons on models
trained with pairwise data only (PW), or pairwise plus rank data
(PW + R). We found in preliminary experiments that training
only on rank data (R) gave poor results, and did not include it in
our evaluations. We believe this is the case because R models do
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not learn to filter out bad images and colors, since none of these
pairings are included in the data.
Image search. We consider the value of including context in
image search, which we test by comparing models trained with
compatibility terms, to models trained only with unary terms. In AB
comparisons, the compatibility model is preferred over the unary
model 54.1±2.9% of the time for image search, when trained
with PW + R data. The difference is even larger for PW data:
the compatibility model is preferred 65.6±2.7% of the time. This
indicates that PW training does, in fact, give reasonable results, but
this is only visible when evaluated on an appropriate metric. Still,
we did sometimes get degenerate models when training on PW in
early experiments.
For each type of model, including PW + R data improves the
quality of the model: the compatibility model trained with PW +
R data is preferred 58.7±2.9% of the time over PW training. A
similar outcome is observed for the unary model. (One subtlety
here is that the dataset is slightly larger with rank data than without;
we also gathered additional pairwise data to compensate, retrained
the PW model, and the result does not change.)
These results clearly validate the benefit of both compatibility
terms and rank data for image search.
Color search. For color search, the compatibility model performs
better than the unary model 55±2.9% of the time, when trained
with PW data. However, we found that, in comparisons between
models trained with and without rank data, the difference was
either not statistically significant, or the rank data made the results
worse. Overall, the compatibility model trained without rank data
was our best-performing model. We find that the model without
rank data presents more conservative color suggestions.
We interpret this result by noting that training only on pairwise
comparisons was the method used in many previously-successful
works for design. The principal benefits of rank data are for image
search, which is a much harder problem.

Color Search

Image Search

Fig. 6. AB evaluation results: unary vs. compatibility, PW vs. PW + R. The
figure summarizes all 12 AB evaluation results testing every possible pair
of unary and compatibility models, and PW and PW + R training, for both
image and color search. Each entry is the percentage of tests won by the
method named on the vertical axis over the method named on the horizontal
axis. For example, for Color Search, “Compatibility (PW)” won 55.0% percent
of tests over “Unary (PW)”, with confidence interval of 2.9%. See text for
explanations of the different models and interpretations of the results. The
confidence intervals are generated with the z-test at 95% confidence level
(each algorithm pair has at least 1,000 votes).

Color Search

Image Search

Fig. 7. Non-negative (SqEuc) vs. our compatibility (ScEuc) model AB
evaluation results. The compatibility model outperforms the SqEuc model
which uses squared Euclidean distance to represent compatibility in color
search and ties in image search, but the difference is not statistically
significant. See Figure 6 for explanation on how to read the figure.

Non-negative compatibility. We also compare models trained
with our compatibility term (Equation 5) to those trained with
conventional non-negative compatibility (Equation 4). The nonnegative model is a special case of our model, so we would expect
ours to perform better, given sufficient quantities of data. We found
this to be the case, but the difference was not statistically significant
when we compared the best model for each case. For color search,
our PW model is preferred 50.7±2.7% over the non-negative (PW
+ R) model, and, for image search, the best compatibility (PW + R)
model ties with the best non-negative (PW) model. Given the slight
improvement of our model, we use it for all other experiments in
this paper.

We created a prototype design tool, as shown in Figure 1 and the
accompanying video. We asked crowdworkers to use this tool to
create new designs. Since our focus is on testing color and image
suggestions, we did not allow workers to change the design layout
or the text attributes. All image search results were provided from
the test set.

Discussion. Our compatibility model was preferred over the unary
model by a statistically-significant difference, but one might wonder
why the gap is not larger. The subjectivity of the tasks, particularly
for randomly-generated tests, makes it hard to achieve larger gaps.
Indeed, similar scores can be found in user evaluations from
previous work on learning for graphic design [3], [4], [44]. In
fact, small percentage improvements are usually considered very
significant in online search, our main application area, where a few
percentage points can increase revenue by thousands or millions of
dollars (e.g., Kohavi et al. [43]).
Having performed these quantitative tests, we can then proceed
to more involved evaluations that better test the method by

Interfaces. We test two versions of the interface: conventional
and context-aware. The conventional interface includes a standard
color picker, and textual image search. The image search filters
results by keyword, and sorts them according to a unary model
only (“Unary (PW + R)”), mimicking standard image search. The
context-aware interface uses the compatibility (PW + R) model
to sort image search results, and also includes color suggestions
based on the compatibility (PW) model. Users are not allowed to
select whether the search is contextual. In addition, we show the
color picker in this variant to allow users to fine-tune the suggested
colors. Color suggestions are made based on the current image
and the other color already in the design. To ensure that our color

embedding it into an interactive design study.
6.2 Interactive design study
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suggestions are diverse, we cluster colors into 200 clusters (as
in rank data collection, but for individual colors) and evaluate
the energy function on the medoids of these clusters to generate
recommendations. As in training, low-contrast color suggestions
are filtered from the search results.
Task. We created 10 design templates, each with a different theme
(e.g., “Travel agency”, “Bakery”, “Bike shop”). The text in each
design template is specific to its theme. All design templates contain
the same generic default image (not related to any of the themes),
and have neutral colors (black, gray and white). See Figure 9(a) for
examples of the design templates.
We asked workers to change the image and colors of these
templates to repurpose designs for a specific theme, and to create
designs which are aesthetically pleasing. They were not given any
information on what was being tested or how the recommendation
engines worked.
Data collection. For each design template, we collected 100 design
submissions: 50 for the context-aware and 50 for the conventional
interface. We manually removed designs in which the worker did
not actively explore background or foreground colors different from
the ones originally provided in the design template, or in which
the image was not related to the theme. After filtering, we had 881
curated designs. See Figure 9 for examples of submitted designs
for both interfaces.
Design evaluation. We generated 200 randomly-sampled comparisons between designs for each of the 10 themes. Each comparison
includes two designs for the same theme that were generated with
the two different interfaces. To reduce the noise in submissions, we
collected 5 votes for each comparison, and aggregated the votes
with majority voting.
Over all themes, the context-aware method was chosen in 69%
of the comparisons. Furthermore, we found that the context-aware
method was preferred for all themes individually and the difference
is statistically significant for all themes except the “Bakery” theme.
We suspect that the difference is smaller for the “Bakery” and
“Bike shop” themes, because there is a smaller set of related images
in our dataset compared to other themes, thus there is a smaller
variety of images to reorder with our context-aware image search.
We saw the biggest difference in votes for “Coffee shop” and “Dog
show”, where our method was picked more than 75% of the time.
See Figure 8 for detailed results.
We recorded activity logs of workers’ actions during the design
sessions. We found that, in an average session, a worker interacted
with the color interfaces 30% fewer times with our interface
than with the conventional interface. For more details, see the
Supplemental Material.

7

Conclusion

Image search and selection of other assets play a significant role
in modern design practice. To unify search and design interfaces,
this paper introduces Context-Aware Asset Search, and shows, in
simple but important cases, that it can improve the design process.
We believe that this will be most useful for novice designers, to
weed out the set of searches that they have to sort through, though
it may streamline the process for professional designers as well.
We have focused on the most important pairing in design—
images and colors—to demonstrate the value of this approach.
There are many elements of design not currently handled, to be

Fig. 8. Interactive design study results. We show the mean votes of each
method over 200 randomly sampled design comparisons for each theme
(2,000 design comparisons for all themes). A mean vote value of 1 would
mean that a method won all comparisons for a certain theme. The contextaware interface outperforms the conventional in all design tasks. The
difference is statistically significant with 95% confidence in all but one case.

addressed in future work. We did some preliminary experiments
on learning for designs with multiple images, also considering
different relative placements of images, but the effects of the
inter-image terms were dwarfed by the image-color terms, which
seem to be far more important. We did not consider compatibility
between other types of elements, such as between fonts and images.
We suspect that these are much more subtle combinations, for
which it is harder to elicit meaningful effects. For more general
designs, it may be necessary to model the higher-order interactions
between multiple elements in a design. This could be done by
decomposing the model into multiple pairwise interactions, and/or
using image-based models as in [45]. Ultimately, we believe that
learning general models for graphic design quality and style could
lead to very powerful user interfaces.

Appendix
We built overcomplete feature vectors, on the assumption that
learning with large enough datasets will allow the method to handle
any redundant or unnecessary features.
Image features. We compute the three dominant colors of the
image, extracted with k-means clustering of the image pixels in
RGB color space. These three colors are converted into features
in a manner inspired by [4]. Specifically, we represent a color in
the Lab color space. We also square each entry of this color space.
Additionally, we include the mean, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum and maximum minus minimum values over the dominant
color for each color dimension in Lab, HSV and RGB color spaces.
Finally, we include the same statistics for the joint probabilities of
the hues of each color pair (three pairs for three dominant colors),
and the hue entropy, based on the joint hue distribution estimated
from aggregated color scheme judgments in [4].
We also use deep features of the image obtained by running
ResNet-152 [36] trained on ImageNet [46] on the image and taking
the features of the layer before the last layer projected down to
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128 dimensions with PCA. This provides a compact semantic
representation of the image. Finally, we use the photo aesthetic
score predicted by the model of [2] as an additional feature. This
yields a 198 dimensional feature vector xI .
Color scheme features. For the text-background color scheme,
we generate the same color features as for the dominant colors of
the images, but additionally we include the colors in HSV, RGB
color spaces and get a 81 dimensional feature vector xC .
Whitening. Since the feature dimensions have a wide range of
scales, we apply a simple whitening transformation on the data
by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation
separately for each feature dimension. We estimate the means and
standard deviations based on designs in the training set.
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Fig. 9. Examples of submitted designs. For fairness, these results are randomly-sampled from our results, and thus some examples are much better than
others. (a) Design templates that were given to workers as a starting point. They were asked to modify these for a specific theme by choosing a relevant
image and compatible background and text colors. (b) Randomly sampled designs submitted with the conventional interface. (c) Randomly sampled designs
submitted with the context-aware interface. On average the results with our method are better, even though some examples have poor color choices, since
workers have the freedom to use the color picker and ignore our suggestions.
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